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Abstract

The educational requirements for a career in computer

hardware development derive from the environment in which graduates
will work.

Major features of this environment are the wide range

of technological ski lls involved, the continuing rapid changes in
technology and the problems of interaction between hardware and
software development staff.
There is a need to broaden the basic education of the graduate
entry with emphasis on basic principles in preference to specific
implementations and the state of the art.
Science and Technology courses will continue to provide a
signifi cant part of the graduate intake.

However, there is

potential for Computer Science to make an important contribution
in two ways.

Firstly, by broadening the background of science

and technology graduates.

Secondly, by turning out graduates with

sufficient basic knowledge in technology and information science to
enable them to contribute to bridging the gap between programming
and engineering.

1•

Introduction
The remarks which follow express the speaker's personal views,

which are based upon 25 years experience in industrial research and
development.

In particular, they reflect twelve years sp ent at the

IBM Laboratory in Hursley, which is currently engaged in systems
development, programming and storage deve l opment projects.

Thus

they are based upon the needs and expectations of a relatively
large organization.

Since there are currently few computer science

graduates at Hursley, no detailed comments about existing computer
science courses are included.
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2.

Cha racterist i cs of Computer Hardware Development
2.1

Technology and Product Range

A wide range of technical skil ls is dir ectly requ ired for the
development of computing hardware.

Th ese range from the core

di scipline s of circuit design , logical design, and programming to
s uch areas as mechanical engin ee ring, physics , materials sc ience

and applied math ematics.

The importance of the mec hani cal engineer

in produc t design is oft en und e r estimat ed.

It Sgems likely that

t h ese skills will continu e to be nec essary in the future, but there
will probab ly be a reduced dependency upon mechani ca l devices and
thus a shi ft from mechanical engin eering toward physics and
materials science.

Associated with the range of t echnologie s is

an incr eas ing range of product s of widely varying performance and
capacity.
2.2

Thi s product diversity leads to further staff specialization.
Techn ology Change

Although the computing indu stry ha s exi sted for l ess than a man's
normal working lifetime, its hi s tory has be en marked by very rapid and
substantial changes in all aspect s of computer technology, de s ign and
application.

This has created seriou s problems for technical staff,

who must either keep pac e with the changes or accept that their
knowledge will become obsolete .

The ability to hire personnel with

the necessary new skills as well as to find meaningful positions for
those whose technical knowledge h as fallen behind can only be
attributed to the rapid expansion of the computing industry.

There

is little doubt that computer product s will continue to change
r e latively rapidly.
will be exploited.

Further progress in the associated technologies
Forseeable trends and developments are particularly

likely to provide opportunities for changing the trade-off between
hardware and software;

telecommunications systems and bulk data

storage are also like ly to become more important.
3.

Some Problems which Education Can Help to Solve
There are two main areas of concern:

flexibility.

These

a~fect

technical communication and

both the organization and the individual.
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3.1

Communicat i on

Many computer pr ofe ssionals have very little knowled.ge or
appreciation of r elat ed disciplines and cannot communicate
effect i v ely with c olleagues in such disciplines.

This can create

a barri er between groups, which is never desirable and sometimes
intole r abl e.

In extreme cases, specialist groups cannot be

int egr at ed into a t echnical team, and they develop their own,
som etime s c onflicting, goals.
The mos t seve r e communication barrier is observed between
programm ers and hardware designers;

there is unlikely to be much

improvement in the situation until significant numbers of senior
people have had experience in both areas.
3. 2

Flexibility

Becaus e of the narrow training and experience of most technical
staff, changes in the mix of skills required for new goals or a new
technology are difficult to implement.
affects all skills;

The problem of inflexibility

probably mechanical engineers and materials

scientists are the most isolated.

Flexibility can be increased by

suitably b roaden ed education and experience;

of these, experience

is the r espons ibil i t y of enlightened management.
3.3

Impact on the Individual

The career of the typical individual might be expect ed to
dev e lop over a period of years, and the full impact of his
educational background will not be immediately ev ident.

He will

obtain a knowledg e of the details of his work from experience,
contact with colleagues, and technical literature.

After five to

seven ye ar s, hi s dire ct working experience should be broadened by
cont a ct wi th n ew products and an actual change in professional
dutie s.
ways :-

During thi s period, his education can contribute in two
by providing the basic technical knowledge required to

ent er new fields, and by developing the ability to continue learning.
In the next stage, which is typically reached after ten y ear s ,
he is like ly to enter a senior technical position or interm ediat e
management.

Here he will become involved in strategy decisions

bas ed upon a knowledge of technical trade-offs and in the direction
of t e chnical wo rk not entirely familiar to him.

As he advances to

mor e senior pos i t i ons, his abilities to ke ep pace wi t h technologi c al
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change and thus to understand technical issues in many fields become
increasingly important.

His education will be a major factor in

determining his success at this stage.
4.

Education Requirements
Suitable education is initially the responsibility of the

University, but ·should be supplemented later by internal training
facilities and experience provided by the employer.
4.1

Company Internal Education

The employer can contribute to staff development both by
providing internal training programmes and by adopting a deliberate
policy of exposing employees to a variety of technical experience.
IBM, for example, provide frofessional updating and broadening
through an internal technical training programm e.

Originally

undertaken as a programmer training activity, this has recently
been expanded to include hardware topics.

In general, those

courses which present new technology and technical practices to
staff familiar with the fundamental principles involved have been
effecti ve, but considerable difficulty has been encounte red in
attempts to teach basic principles and how to apply them.
4.2

Education Objectives

A university technical education should, from the employer's
point of view, have two broad objectives:-

providing the skills

needed by the graduate for his first job, and giving him the
academic knowledge and scientific approach needed to maintain
throughout his career an understanding of the rapidly changing
environment in which he will be working.

Universities have

largely achieved the first objective, although there has been a
shortage of graduates with adequate programming knowledge.
Fulfilment of the second objective requires that graduates be
given a basic knowledge of the fundamental and theoretical aspects
of all the important technical aspect s of computer design, together
with an understanding of how this knowledge can be applied.
training has a double impact:-

Such

it provides basic tools for under-

standing and problem solving, and it promotes an attitude which
seeks out underlying principles in new situations.
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5.

An Educational St rategy
The wide r ange of availabl e backgrounds and requi red ski l l s of

computer staff demand s a variety of courses by which graduates can
be prepared for entry into the computer industry .

Computer sc ience

and s imilar cour ses can contribute to the training of staff in three
main areas;

these are System Programmer s , Technologists, and Computer

Sys tem Designers.
5.1

System Programmers

The requirement here is to provid e an effective conversion path
for graduates of any faculty.

Such conversion can and has been done

by employers, but a unive rsity course is more likely to avoid ove rly
narrow training as well as the bias es of a particular organization.
A one year post-graduate course is suggested, covering- the following
appropriate topics:
programming

numerical methods

structure of high l eve l languages

information the ory

c ompilers and assemblers

switching theory and logic design

data structures

e lementary modern algebra

operating systems

computer systems

automata theory
The programming and logic design courses should have a reasonable
practical c ontent;

the others should emphasize a broad coverage of

basic principles.
5.2

Technologists

Graduates of science and technology faculties are usually well
prepared in their own fields for the ir first jobs .

They would,

however b enefit from exposure to othe r aspects of computer design
and programming.

Thi s could be provided by computer science

departments, either as optional supplements to the first degree
courses given by other faculties or as a one year post-graduate
course.

T~e

latter would give technologists an understanding of

basi c princ iple s of the following :
programming

switching theory and logic design

structure of high leve l languages

elementary modern algebra

compilers and assembl e rs

computer systems

operating systems

statistics and probability

automata theory

numerical method s
information theory and data transmission
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In addition, some broadening of their technology background should
be provided.
5.3

Computer System Designers

This course should be specifically designed to train future
system architects, product planners, and technical managers.

It

should provide a thorough basic grounding in a wide range of
scientific and technical knowledge as well as some practical skills
in programming and logic design.

The course would

re~uire

3 or 4

years and include the following topics:
Technology
electromagnetism and electrostatics

heat transfer

semi-conductor physics

statics and stress analysis

switching and storage devices

dynamics of machines

circuit theory and analysis

electrical materials

transmission lines

structural materials

electro-mechanical systems
Computing
programming

switching theory and logic design

structure of high level languages

control theory

compilers and assemblers

simUlation

operating systems

computer systems

data structures
automata theory
information theory and data transmission
Mathematics
differential

e~uations

vector methods

fourier analysis

set and group theory

complex variables

Boolean algebra

matrices

statistics and probability

Undue concentration upon anyone group of these subjects must be
avoided.
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5.4

A responsibility of Computer Science Departments

Computer science departments must avoid creating the belief
that their full degree courses provide the only proper entry
qualification to the computer industry.

They should also be willing

to provide shorter, broadening courses for students and graduates of
other faculties.
5.5

Subsidiary Subjects

Because interaction with people is a major factor in any working
environment and because people are the primary resource of any research
and development organization, the most rewarding field for subsidiary
studies is people at work.

This field, exemplified by the work of

Douglas MacGregor and Rensis Lickert, includes such topics as
communication, organization, and motivation of people in industry.
These are likely to be of central importance to future managers.
6.

Technical Obsolescence
There is a real need for refresher and updating courses for people,

especially managers, who have worked in the computer industry for ten
years or more.

Universities can contribute by cooperating with people

from the industry in designing and teaching appropriate courses.
is scope for experiment in the organization os such courses;

There

probably

a period of full time re-education for carefully selected and prepared
individuals would be most appropriate.
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